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Abstract

Temporal Knowledge Graph Reasoning
(TKGR) is the task of inferring missing facts
for incomplete TKGs in complex scenarios
(e.g., transductive and inductive settings),
which has been gaining increasing attention.
Recently, to mitigate dependence on structured
connections in TKGs, text-based methods
have been developed to utilize rich linguistic
information from entity descriptions. However,
suffering from the enormous parameters
and inflexibility of pre-trained language
models, existing text-based methods strug-
gle to balance the textual knowledge and
temporal information with computationally
expensive purpose-built training strategies.
To tap the potential of text-based models
for TKGR in various complex scenarios, we
propose ChapTER, a Contrastive historical
modeling framework with prefix-tuning for
TEmporal Reasoning. ChapTER feeds history-
contextualized text into the pseudo-Siamese
encoders to strike a textual-temporal balance
via contrastive estimation between queries
and candidates. By introducing virtual time
prefix tokens, it applies a prefix-based tuning
method to facilitate the frozen PLM capable
for TKGR tasks under different settings. We
evaluate ChapTER on four transductive and
three few-shot inductive TKGR benchmarks,
and experimental results demonstrate that
ChapTER achieves superior performance
compared to competitive baselines with only
0.17% tuned parameters. We conduct thorough
analysis to verify the effectiveness, flexibility
and efficiency of ChapTER.

1 Introduction

Knowledge Graphs (KGs) constitute structured rep-
resentations of knowledge, storing substantial fac-
tual information in the form of (subject, prediction,
object). KGs have been an essential component

∗Equal contribution.
†Corresponding author

of various NLP applications including question
answering (Yasunaga et al., 2021), recommenda-
tion (Yang et al., 2022), etc. Considering facts in-
herently evolve in KGs over time, Temporal Knowl-
edge Graphs (TKGs) are constructed to describe the
relationship between entities over time in the form
of quadruple (subject, prediction, object, times-
tamp). While TKGs are usually incomplete, TKG
reasoning (TKGR) aims to predict the missing facts
from known ones. In this paper, we focus on the
extrapolation task, which requires forecasting fu-
ture events on TKGs with historical events. For
instance, TKGR needs to answer the query (Olivia
Rodrigo, Release an album, ?, 2023-9-8) by match-
ing and selecting from all candidate entities based
on related historical events.

To address the problem of TKG reasoning, many
efforts have been made to capture temporal evolu-
tional information in TKGs. Due to the graph-like
features of TKGs, previous methods (Xu et al.,
2023b; Zhu et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021) work
on designing the temporal-aware encoders refer-
ring to known history and mine evolutional pat-
terns from query neighborhoods. Recently, pre-
trained language models (PLMs) have been show-
ing great abilities to model textual linguistic se-
mantics, and some methods incorporate temporal
information of TKGs into PLMs by designing man-
ufactural prompts with fact texts (Xu et al., 2023a),
tuning PLMs with a time-specific masking strat-
egy (Chen et al., 2023b), etc. Nevertheless, on the
one hand, these manually designed prompts are
explicitly based on a priori assumption. On the
other hand, training an entire language model on
the time-specific masking strategy is computation-
ally expensive. Though PLMs are equipped with
strong linguistic inherence from the pre-training
stage, they tend to exceedingly focus on the textual
semantics, thus struggling to balance time-specific
information and textual knowledge in TKGs. Fur-
thermore, given the highly dynamic essence of
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TKG, the continuous emergence of new unseen en-
tities usually leads to the need for TKGR to predict
entities in a more complex scenario (e.g. few-shot
inductive scenario). Thus, in this paper, we focus
on the research question: Can we efficiently inte-
grate temporal history into textual knowledge in a
unified PLM-based framework and adapt to TKG
reasoning tasks in various complex scenarios?

To this end, we propose ChapTER, an effi-
cient temporal-aware PLM-based pseudo-Siamese
framework adaptable for TKGR in different sce-
narios. Specifically, ChapTER first verbalizes
the input queries and candidates with up-to-date
historical contexts, and feeds them into the two-
tower model encoders individually to learn history-
contextualized embeddings in a decoupled manner.
Then contrastive estimation is performed between
them to strike a balance of temporal information
and textual knowledge in representations. Rather
than training an entire model, ChapTER applies
a two-tower prefix-based tuning method to enable
frozen PLMs capable of performing TKG reason-
ing tasks under both transductive and few-shot in-
ductive settings. To refrain from the dependency of
entity-related prompts in previous method (Chen
et al., 2023a), we feed entity-agnostic virtual time
prefix prompts into the frozen PLMs, empowering
the model to TKGs with unseen entities.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

• We explore a unified PLM-based pseudo-
Siamese framework that can be efficiently
adapted to TKGR tasks in various complex
scenarios by utilizing computationally effi-
cient prefix-based tuning.

• ChapTER models the historical contextual in-
formation through contrastive learning by en-
forcing query and candidate with highly cor-
related history closer and vice versa, which
strikes a good balance of temporal informa-
tion and textual knowledge.

• We evaluate ChapTER on both transductive
and few-shot inductive TKGR tasks and exper-
imental results on seven datasets demonstrate
ChapTER achieves competitive performance
with less than 0.17% tuned parameters.

2 Related Work

Transductive TKG Reasoning. Most exist-
ing transductive TKG reasoning methods are

embedding-based and some of them extended from
previous KG reasoning methods. TTransE (Leblay
and Chekol, 2018a) extends the distance-based
method TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) by incor-
porating extra temporal constraints among facts.
TNTComplEx (Lacroix et al., 2020) extends Com-
plEx (Trouillon et al., 2016) by performing 4th-
order tensor factorization to learn time-aware rep-
resentations. Besides, graph-based methods (Jin
et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021, 2022a) employ GCNs to
capture the structural information via message pass-
ing and model temporal correlations from knowl-
edge graph snapshots with historical information.
More recently, PLM-based models have been uti-
lized to incorporate external textual semantics for
TKG reasoning. PPT (Xu et al., 2023a) converts
TKGR task into a masked token prediction task
by utilizing PLM with manually designed prompts.
ECOLA (Han et al., 2023) learns the contextualized
representations by jointly optimizing the TKGR
and the masked language modeling objectives.

Inductive TKG Reasoning. TKG reasoning tasks
under inductive setting aim to predict new emerg-
ing entities in TKGs, indicating that unseen entities
in the test set are not contained in the train set. To
handle unseen entities, GNN-based methods like
GraIL (Teru et al., 2020) and NOODLE (Liu et al.,
2023) extract enclosing subgraphs and learn entity-
agnostic local structural information. TLogic (Liu
et al., 2022) mines entity-independent logic rules
to infer unseen entities. SST-BERT (Chen et al.,
2023b) conducts inductive relation prediction by
applying a time masking MLM task to pre-train
BERT with structured sentences. FILT (Ding et al.,
2022) adopts a meta-learning-based model with
entity concepts to handle unseen entities in TKGs.

Prefix Tuning. Prompts are manually designed
textual templates to query a language model, and
they are beneficial to help language models solve
different tasks with all parameters frozen. To allevi-
ate the suboptimal performance caused by discrete
prompting, continuous prompts with trainable em-
beddings are added to the embeddings of input
sequence (Liu et al., 2021b; Lester et al., 2021),
which have been shown to achieve competitive per-
formance across various NLP tasks. Li and Liang
(2021) adds trainable prefix vectors to each trans-
former layer within frozed Seq2Seq PLMs, aim-
ing to efficiently adapt PLMs to natural generation
tasks. Chen et al. (2023a) introduces conditional
soft prompts to sufficiently incorporate textual se-
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Figure 1: Overall illustration of the ChapTER model: 1) an example of ChapTER for the TKG input query (Barack
Obama, Sign Formal Agreement, ?, 2014-02-07) and corresponding candidate Afganistan (right); 2) a detailed
sketch about the structure and verbalized input of Query Encoder (left).

mantics into structural information for KGC tasks.
Jin et al. (2023) integrates local structure informa-
tion into transformer layer text encoding via virtual
node tokens.

3 Method

In this section, we first give out the preliminaries
and formulation of Temporal Knowledge Graph
Reasoning in Sec.3.1. Then we introduce the detail
model framework from Sec.3.2 to Sec.3.5.

3.1 Preliminaries
Temporal Knowledge Graph (TKG). TKG is a
directed graph with a collection of fact quadru-
ples. Let G = {E ,R, T ,F} be a TKG instance,
where E , R, T represent the set of entities, rela-
tions and timestamps respectively. F denotes the
set of quadruples (s, p, o, t), in which s ∈ E is a
subject (head) entity, o ∈ E is an object (tail) entity,
and r ∈ R is the predicate (relation) appearing
at time t between s and o. Under this definition,
a TKG can be represented as a sequence of KGs
{E ,R,F t}, where Ft is the set of facts that oc-
curred at time t.
Transductive TKG Reasoning. The TKG reason-
ing task under transductive setting aims to answer
the queries including (s, p, ?, tq) and (?, p, o, tq).
Following the extrapolation setting (Zhu et al.,
2021), training, validation and test sets are KGs
from timestamps T0 to T1, T1 to T2, T2 to T3

(T0 < T1 < T2 < T3).
Few-shot Inductive TKG Reasoning. Under the
inductive setting of TKG reasoning, given an ob-
served background TKG GB ⊆ EB ×R×EB ×F ,

unseen entity e′ is a fact from the set E ′, where
EB ∩ E ′ = ∅. Hypothesizing that there are K ob-
served associated quadruple facts for each unseen
entity e′, denoting as (e′, p, e∗, t) or (e∗, p, e′, t),
where e∗ ∈ EB ∪ E ′. The goal of inductive few-
shot TKGC reasoning is to answer the queries
like (e′, p, ?, tq) or (?, p, e′, tq) from unobserved
quadruples with unseen entities.

3.2 The ChapTER Model Framework

By converting the TKG reasoning problem into
a query-candidate matching problem, the goal of
ChapTER Model is to model the historical informa-
tion and balance them with the textual semantics
appropriately via a contrastive manner.

As illustrated in Figure 1, ChapTER is a pseudo-
Siamese network consisting of two encoders: the
query encoder Mq and the candidate encoder Mk.
To encode the textual information from entities
and relations, we adopt the transformer-based PLM
as our encoder, e.g. BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). Mq and Mk

are initialized with the same weight but tuned
with prefix prompts separately. Given the query
q = (s, p, ?, tq) under the tail prediction setting,
Mq is the query encoder that aims to obtain the
time-conditional entity-relation embedding hq con-
taining textual information of (s, p) pair with his-
torical contexts constrained on time t. Similarly,
the candidate encoder Mk encodes the textual em-
bedding hk of candidate entity o. We take the mean
pooling of the last-layer hidden state from Mq and
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Mk as the embeddings of hq and hk:

hq = Mq(P(q)), hk = Mk(P(k)), (1)

where P(q) and P(k) denote the input text of query
and candidate separately.

With the obtained embeddings hq and hk, the
score of a quadruple (s, p, o, t) can be regarded as
the cosine similarity between hq and hk by simply
performing a dot-product of these two embeddings:

f(s, p, o, t)=cos(hq,hk)=
hq · hk

∥hq∥ ∥hk∥
. (2)

Hence, for the query q, we compute the cosine
similarity between query embedding hq and all
other candidate entity embeddings hk, and take the
one with the highest score as the final prediction:

argmax
ki

cos(hq,hki), ki=oi ∈ E . (3)

3.3 Text Representation & Verbalization
Fact Description. To represent the entity or rela-
tion in a quadruple, the most representative infor-
mation is the name text, e.g. "Zalmai Rassoul"
for entity and "Make statement" for relation in
dataset ICEWS (Integrated Crisis Early Warning
System) (Boschee et al., 2015). Despite this, the
name texts often turn out to be short and highly
overlapped, which may refer to multiple entities in
the training corpus of PLM models and lead to the
problem of ambiguity. To avoid this problem, we
enrich the expression of semantic information by
introducing the description text. More concretely,
we formulate entity descriptions of ICEWS by in-
cluding the hierarchical text from Country field and
Sector field. For example, the description of entity
"Virtue Party" is "Turkey, Sunni International Re-
ligious". Based on this, we concatenate the name
and description text together as the complete entity
description Ds. As for relation, we directly use its
name text Dr.
Verbalization with Historical Context. Given
a candidate quadruple fact (s, p, o, t) under the
tail entity prediction task, we divide it into two
parts: the time-conditional entity-relation query
q = (s, p, ?, tq) and the candidate entity k = o.
For the query q, we hypothesize that the histori-
cal information remains in the neighbor pairs of
entity-relation-related context, which contains both
s and p of query q. Specifically, we define the set
of historical quadruples as follows:

H(s, p, t) =
{
(s, p, õ, t′) | (s, p, õ, t′) ∈ F ,

õ ̸= o, t′ ≤ t
}
.

(4)

With historical context of the quadruple fact, we
individually represent the query q and candidate k
into two different prompt formats. For timestamp
text t in format of "yyyy-mm-dd", we replace its
month number with corresponding lexical text Lt.
Formally, we have the input P(q) of query q as
follows:

⟨cls⟩ Lt | Ds | Dr ⟨sep⟩ H(s, p, t) ⟨sep⟩

where Ds and Dr denotes the verbalized text of
entity s and relation r. Likewise, we have the input
P(k) of candidate k as:

⟨cls⟩ Ds ⟨sep⟩

3.4 Text encoding with virtual time prefix

The goal of ChapTER is to model both historical
information and textual semantics from TKGs in
various complex scenarios. Instead of designing a
time-specific masking strategy to pre-train a model
from scratch, we introduce the virtual time pre-
fix tokens to each Transformer layer within PLM,
aiming to inject both historical and semantic infor-
mation into the two-tower transformer-based model
encoding procedure. We apply the prefix-based tun-
ing methods to equip our model with capabilities
to handle both transductive and few-shot inductive
setting tasks. Previous works (Li and Liang, 2021;
Liu et al., 2021a) have shown the effectiveness of
prefix-tuning methods in facilitating models the
ability to different tasks, while achieving compara-
ble performance with only a few parameters tuned.

We employ vector h to uniformly represents hq

in Mq and hk in Mk. Denoting h(j) ∈ Rn×d as
the output embeddings of all tokens in input text
after j-th (i ≥ 1) transformer layer, we concate-
nate the virtual time prefix p with m-length token
embeddings to the text token embeddings in each
transformer layer as follows:

h̃
(j)

= p(j) ∥ h(j), 0 ≤ j ≤ L, (5)

where p(j) indicates the virtual prefix token embed-
dings of jth layer and h̃ is the concatenated input
token embeddings. Concretely, the ith input token
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of the jth layer is defined as:

h̃
(j)

i =





p
(j)
i , 0 ≤ i < m

e
(j)
i , (i ≥ m) ∧ (j = 0)

FFN(h̃
(j−1)

)i, (i ≥ m) ∧ (j ≥ 1)

(6)

During the training procedure, the weight param-
eters of PLM models Mq and Mk are frozen and
only weight parameters in prefix prompts are up-
dated in parallel, in which we apply the multi-head
attention mechanism as follows:

MHA(h(j), h̃
(j)

) =
k

∥
i=1

headi(h
(j)
i , h̃

(j)

i )

=
k

∥
i=1

softmax(Q(j), K̃
(j)⊤

)Ṽ
(j)

,

(7)

Q(j) = W
(j)
Q h(j),

K̃
(j)

= W
(j)
K h̃

(j)
, Ṽ

(j)
= W

(j)
V h̃

(j)
.

(8)

We keep the query (Q) vector still but enhance the
key (K) and value (V) vectors with prefix embed-
dings. By performing the asymmetric multi-head
attention in each layer, prefix vectors can efficiently
capture specific data characteristics in different
datasets with only a few parameters tuned.

3.5 Training and Inference
With representations of query hq and candidate hk,
in the training procedure, we apply the InfoNCE
loss (van den Oord et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2022)
to perform contrast estimation as follows:

Lcl = − log
e(cos(hq ,hk)−γ)/τ

e(cos(hq ,hk)−γ)/τ +
∑

i∈Nneg

ecos(hq ,h′
i)/τ

,

(9)

where τ is a learnable temperature parameter and
γ (γ > 0) is the additive margin that encourages
the model to score higher for correct quadruples.
Nneg represents the set of negative samples dur-

ing training. Instead of randomly corrupting s or
p of existing quadruples, we formulate Nneg with
three types of negative samples:

Nneg =
{
o′ | o′ ∈ Nin ∪Npre ∪Nself

}
. (10)

Specifically, Nin represents the set of in-batch neg-
atives, meaning that entities within the same batch
can be taken as the negative sample of each other.

As for pre-batch negatives Npre, we employ a dy-
namic queue to store entities from recent previous
k batches. Besides, we take head entity s from tail
prediction query (s, p, ?, tq) as hard self-negative
Nself to diminish false predictions due to the high
text overlap between query and head entity.

For inference, ChapTER first obtains the embed-
dings of query (s, p, ?, tq) and all candidates via
Mq and Mk separately, then computes the entity
ranking by the dot-product scores between them.

4 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We evaluate ChapTER on TKGR task in
both transductive and few-shot inductive settings.
For transductive TKGR, we use four widely-used
event-based TKG datasets: ICEWS14, ICEWS18,
ICEWS05-15 (Han et al., 2021) and ICEWS14* (Li
et al., 2022b). For few-shot inductive TKGR,
we use three TKG few-shot OOG benchmarks
proposed in Ding et al. (2022): ICEWS14-OOG,
ICEWS18-OOG and ICEWS0515-OOG. For tex-
tual descriptions, existing ICEWS datasets do not
provide entity description texts, so we create them
by combining corresponding country and sector
entries for each entity. Detailed dataset statistics
are shown in Appendix A.1.
Implementation Details. All experiments are car-
ried out on 24G RTX 3090. We adpot AdamW
optimizer with linear learning rate decay to train
ChapTER. The query encoder and candidate en-
coder are initialized with parameters of bert-based-
uncased. We truncate the description token length
up to 50 for entities. The learnable temperature τ is
initialized to 0.05 and the additive margin is set to
0.02. We formulate pre-batch negatives Npre from
previous 2 batches. For the settings of all base-
lines, we adopt their default configurations. Most
of the transductive TKGR results are taken from
Han et al. (2021) and few-shot inductive TKGR
results are taken from Ding et al. (2022). For fair-
ness of comparison, we reimplemented SimKGC,
KGT5, KGT5-context based on their open source
codes to adequately incorporate temporal informa-
tion. We report the metrics MRR (mean reciprocal
rank) and Hits@N (proportion of correct entity
rank) to evaluate the performance of ChapTER. We
calculate the model results under the time-aware fil-
tered setting (Li et al., 2022b). More detailed imple-
mentation settings can be found in Appendix A.3,
A.4 and A.5. Codes are avaliable at this website1.

1https://github.com/GKNL/ChapTER
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Model ICEWS14 ICEWS18 ICEWS05-15 ICEWS14*

MRR H@3 H@10 MRR H@3 H@10 MRR H@3 H@10 MRR H@3 H@10

Graph-Based Methods
DistMult (Yang et al., 2015) .162 .179 .253 .102 .103 .213 .287 .322 .475 .154 .172 .239
ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016) .213 .231 .352 .210 .235 .399 .317 .357 .520 .325 .361 .507
RotatE (Sun et al., 2019) .209 .239 .440 .128 .149 .319 .247 .290 .482 .213 .244 .448
TTransE (Leblay and Chekol, 2018a) .134 .173 .346 .083 .086 .219 .157 .197 .380 .137 .177 .357
TA-DistMult (García-Durán et al., 2018) .265 .302 .454 .168 .184 .336 .265 .302 .454 .258 .297 .430
DE-SimplE (Goel et al., 2020) .327 .357 .491 .193 .219 .348 .350 .390 .528 .334 .372 .498
TNTComplEx (Lacroix et al., 2020) .321 .360 .491 .212 .240 .369 .275 .308 .429 .340 .385 .509
CyGNet (Zhu et al., 2021) .327 .363 .507 .249 .283 .426 .350 .391 .529 .351 .390 .536

PLM-Based Methods
SimKGC (Wang et al., 2022) .267 .289 .413 .210 .235 .349 .309 .337 .472 .264 .287 .409
KGT5 (Saxena et al., 2022) .261 .297 .453 .221 .250 .396 .264 .295 .411 .217 .238 .351
KGT5-context (Kochsiek et al., 2023) .280 .333 .478 .228 .267 .411 .304 .362 .489 .323 .355 .508

ChapTER .332 .370 .515 .244 .276 .412 .331 .369 .525 .338 .380 .527

Table 1: Transductive TKG reasoning performance (with time-aware metrics) on ICEWS14, ICEWS18, ICEWS05-
15 and ICEWS14*. The best PLM-based method results are in bold and the second best results are underlined. For
fair comparison, we add corresponding timestamps of quadruples into the input text for PLM-based baselines, to
equip them with the capacities of modeling time information. More results on WIKI and YAGO datasets can be
found in Appendix B.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we first compare ChapTER against
other competitive baselines in both transductive
and few-shot inductive TKG reasoning tasks in
Sec 5.1. Then we conduct ablation study in Sec 5.2
to evaluate the effectiveness of each component
in ChapTER. After that, we further analyze the
efficiency and flexibility of ChapTER in Sec 5.3.

5.1 Main Results

We compared our proposed ChapTER with vari-
ous competitive baselines, and the main results of
transductive and few-shot inductive TKG reasoning
summarized in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.
Results on Transductive TKGR. On transductive
TKGR benchmarks, we compare ChapTER with
both graph-based and PLM-based models. Results
on four datasets show that ChapTER achieves state-
of-the-art or competitive performance against base-
lines. Specifically, on ICEWS14 dataset, ChapTER
outperforms all PLM-based methods by a substan-
tial margin and achieves 18.5% (from .280 to .332)
relative MRR improvement. It is worth noting that
ChapTER achieves better performance with only
a few prefix parameters tuned compared to fully
trained PLM-based baselines, which verifies the
effectiveness of prefix-tuning in TKGR tasks.

Compared with graph-based methods, Chap-
TER consistently outperforms previous baselines
on ICEWS14 (MRR .332 v.s. .327), and the com-
petitive results demonstrate ChapTER holds supe-

riority of modeling representations in future times-
tamps through historical contexts. We also find that
ChapTER maintains modest results on ICEWS18
and ICEWS05-15. It is worth noting that events
involved in these datasets are more dense and
frequent with more entities, indicating that more
events are happening in the same timestamp. Since
CyGNet is designed to capture the facts recurrence
in the appeared history, it is good at predicting
events with repetitive history yet inferior in ab-
sorbing TKG texts. This explains why ChapTER
marginally lags behind CyGNet on these datasets,
because redundant historical events text are trun-
cated due to the limitation of input length in PLMs.

Results on Few-shot Inductive TKGR. As shown
in Table 1, we verify ChapTER’s TKG reasoning
performance in a more complex few-shot induc-
tive scenario on ICEWS14-OOG, ICEWS18-OOG
and ICEWS0515-OOG datasets, considering both
1-shot and 3-shot settings. It can be seen that
ChapTER substantially outperforms existing few-
shot inductive TKGR methods. Concretely, Chap-
TER achieves striking improvement in hit@10 on
ICEWS14-OOG (from .410 to .750 in 1-shot, from
.475 to .761 in 3-shot), though being slightly worse
on Hit@3 (3-shot) than FILT. We also report the
zero-shot performance of ChapTER on these three
datasets, and we can observe that ChapTER con-
sistently outperforms all baselines, though slightly
lags behind on few-shot performances. The overall
remarkable performance verifies that ChapTER can
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Model
ICEWS14-OOG ICEWS18-OOG ICEWS0515-OOG

MRR H@3 H@10 MRR H@3 H@10 MRR H@3 H@10

1-S 3-S 1-S 3-S 1-S 3-S 1-S 3-S 1-S 3-S 1-S 3-S 1-S 3-S 1-S 3-S 1-S 3-S

Inductive TKGR Methods
ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016) .048 .046 .045 .046 .099 .089 .039 .044 .048 .042 .085 .093 .077 .076 .074 .071 .129 .120
BiQUE (Guo and Kok, 2021) .039 .035 .041 .030 .073 .066 .029 .032 .033 .037 .064 .073 .075 .083 .072 .077 .130 .144
TNTComplEx (Lacroix et al., 2020) .043 .044 .033 .042 .102 .096 .046 .048 .043 .044 .087 .082 .034 .037 .031 .036 .060 .071
TeLM (Xu et al., 2021) .032 .035 .021 .023 .063 .077 .049 .019 .045 .013 .084 .054 .080 .072 .077 .072 .138 .151
TeRo (Xu et al., 2020) .009 .010 .005 .002 .015 .020 .007 .006 .006 .003 .013 .006 .012 .023 .008 .017 .024 .040
MEAN (Hamaguchi et al., 2017) .035 .144 .032 .145 .082 .339 .016 .101 .012 .114 .043 .283 .019 .148 .017 .175 .052 .384
LAN (Wang et al., 2019) .168 .199 .199 .255 .421 .500 .077 .127 .067 .165 .199 .344 .171 .182 .180 .191 .367 .467
GEN (Baek et al., 2020) .231 .234 .250 .284 .378 .389 .171 .216 .189 .252 .289 .351 .268 .322 .308 .362 .413 .507
FILT (Ding et al., 2022) .278 .321 .305 .357 .410 .475 .191 .266 .209 .298 .316 .417 .273 .370 .303 .391 .405 .516

PLM-Based Methods
SimKGC (Wang et al., 2022) .346 .363 .399 .426 .705 .721 .243 .252 .280 .295 .549 .555 .312 .318 .375 .382 .629 .637

ChapTER .364 .379 .428 .446 .750 .761 .257 .266 .284 .296 .547 .558 .319 .323 .368 .373 .644 .648

ChapTER - Zero Shot .361 .419 .752 .257 .284 .544 .315 .368 .638

Table 2: Few-shot inductive TKG reasoning performance on ICEWS14-OOG, ICEWS18-OOG and ICEWS0515-
OOG. The best results are in bold and the second best results are underlined.

No. Model ICEWS14 ICEWS14-OOG

MRR H@10 MRR H@10

1 ChapTER .332 .515 .361 .752
2 w/o timestamp .321 .505 .358 .739
3 w/o description .319 .497 .308 .651
4 w/o historical contexts .324 .484 .350 .706

5 w/o pre-batch neg .326 .509 .350 .726
6 w/o self neg .329 .510 .358 .755
7 w/o pre-batch & self neg .326 .507 .343 .734

Table 3: Ablation study of components in ChapTER on
ICEWS14 and ICEWS14-OOG (zero-shot). Lines 2-4
report variants on input prompt composition, lines 5-7
report variants on negatives combination.

transfer knowledge from known training entities
to unseen ones, with prior knowledge and encoded
historical information in PLMs.

5.2 Ablation Studies

To further analyze how each component of Chap-
TER contributes to the final performance, we con-
duct ablation studies on ICEWS14 and ICEWS14-
OOG, and complete results are reported in Table 3.
More ablation study results on training strategies
and prompt length can be found in Appendix C.
Input Text Composition. To verify the effective-
ness of text verbalization approach mentioned in
Sec. 3.3, we consider three variants by selectively
removing the timestamp text, description text and
historical contexts separately. In Table 3, lines
2-4 show the performance of ChapTER with dif-
ferent input compositions. Compared to ChapTER,
the performance of each ablated variant exhibits
marginal decreases. Intuitively, removing descrip-

tion texts produces the largest performance drop
(MRR drops 3.9% and 14.7% separately), since
PLM-based models fundamentally rely on text
quality. With more informative entity descriptions,
the performance of ChapTER can be further im-
proved. Moreover, lines 3-4 support the importance
of temporal historical information for ChapTER.
We argue this phenomenon for two reasons: 1)
Though timestamps contain essential temporal in-
formation, they tend to be terse and drowned out by
verbose text; 2) In contrast, historical contexts con-
tribute more substantially to temporal modeling, as
they introduce sequenced, up-to-date histories that
provide abundant background for queries. Thus,
ChapTER models can capture more accurate tem-
poral information from rich historical contexts.

Negative Sample Combination. Table 3 Lines
5-7 show the performance of ChapTER with dif-
ferent training negatives (in-batch Nin, pre-batch
Npre and self negatives Nself ) on ICEWS14 and
ICEWS14-OOG. Three ablated variants were eval-
uated by separately removing Npre, Nself , or both
from ChapTER. We observe that removing both
Npre and Nself yields worse empirical results than
removing them separately. It’s worth noting that
since self-negatives diminish the rely of ChapTER
on naive text match, they tend to improve Hits@1
but hurt Hits@10 (e.g. Hits@10 from .755 to .752
on ICEWS14-OOG). Furthermore, we investigate
the impact of in-batch negative sample numbers
during model training, as shown in Figure 2. By
increasing the number of negative samples, there is
a steady improvement from .192 to .322, but it only
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Figure 2: MRR results on ICEWS14 with in-batch neg-
atives number changing in ChapTER.

Model PLM Total Trainable Ttrain/ep

SimKGC Bert-base 218.9M 218.9M 3.2min
Bert-large 670.3M 670.3M 20.0min

KGT5 T5-small 60.5M 60.5M 27.6min
T5-base 223M 223M 42.6min

KGT5-context T5-small 60.5M 60.5M 38.5min
T5-base 223M 223M 55.5min

ChapTER Bert-base 219.3M 0.37M 3.3min
Bert-large 671.3M 0.99M 14.0min

Table 4: Model Efficiency of ChapTER on ICEWS14
comparing to other PLM-based methods. Total and
Trainable indicates the total and trainable parameters.

obtains slight change when the number is larger
than 768 (red bar). In summary, each kind of nega-
tive contributes to the best results of ChapTER.

5.3 Discussion

In this section, we conduct further analysis on
model efficiency, the ability to capture temporal
information, the impact of different tuning strate-
gies and the impact of different PLM models.

Q1: How efficient ChapTER is compared to
other PLM-based models? Table 4 summarizes
the model efficiency of ChapTER compared to
other PLM-based methods. By taking advantage of
the efficient tuning strategy, ChapTER achieves
superior performance with minimal parameters
tuned and reduced training time. Compared with
SimKGC, ChapTER is 1.4x time faster in train-
ing with only 0.15% parameters tuned (0.99M v.s.
760.3M). Considering recently proposed sequence-
to-sequence KGR models, ChapTER outperforms
KGT5 with 0.6% parameters trained and 12x faster
training time, this is because KGT5 needs to train
a T5 model from scratch with task-specific input
prompts. Besides, during inference, KGT5 is com-
putationally expensive (0.83min v.s. 95.23min) due

Model ICEWS14 ICEWS14-OOG
MRR H@10 MRR H@10

ChapTER .332 .515 .361 .752

Timestamp Text
w/o timestamp .321 .505 .358 .739
random timestamp .319 .497 .355 .732

Historical Sequence
history descending order .332 .515 .361 .752
history ascending order .322 .498 .344 .721
history random order .328 .504 .349 .743

Form of Context
pairs .332 .515 .361 .752
entities .324 .502 .359 .734

Table 5: Performance of different historical modeling
approaches on ICEWS14 and ICEWS14-OOG datasets.

to a huge decoding search space. This suggests that
ChapTER is more efficient in time and computation
while achieving superior performance.

Q2: How does ChapTER use the temporal his-
tory information of events? We further investigate
how ChapTER actually utilizes the historical con-
text information. As shown in Table 5, we analyze
the impact of history modeling in three aspects:
"Timestamp Text", "Historical Sequence Order"
and "Form of Context". We can observe that re-
moving timestamps or using random timestamps in
text input both lead to a performance drop. As for
historical sequence, we find that model with history
in a descending order performs better than those
with ascending or random order. It evidences that
recent historical events are more decisive to future
forecasting. Besides, we formalize the historical
contexts in two ways: Entity (e.g., all historical
entities that are related to query) and Pair (e.g.,
a list of complete historical quadruples). Results
show that concatenate contexts by pairs achieve a
higher performance than entities. We believe this is
because paired contexts provide more concrete and
sequenced event history. In summary, ChapTER
is capable of modeling temporal information from
recent and complete historical contexts.

Q3: How do different tuning strategies affect
ChapTER’s performance? As mentioned in
Sec.3.4, ChapTER is tuned with virtual prefix
prompts with the PLM parameters frozen. To fur-
ther discuss the impact of different prefix tuning
methods, we compare two widely used approaches:
Prefix-tuning (Li and Liang, 2021) and P-tuning
V2 (Liu et al., 2021a). As summarized in Table 6,
we can observe ChapTER (P-tuning V2 with MLP
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Method Re-param Nparam Ttrain/ep MRR H@3 H@10

ChapTER
MLP 47.3M 4.2min .321 .358 .503

- Prefix Tuning

ChapTER
MLP 19.7M 3.6min .332 .370 .515

- P-tuning v2

ChapTER
Embedding 0.37M 3.3min .308 .345 .491

- P-tuning v2

Table 6: ICEWS14 results of ChapTER with different
prefix tuning methods. Re-param denotes the reparam-
eterization encoder and Num-param denotes the corre-
sponding trainable parameter numbers (on Bert-base-
uncased).

bert-base bert-large roberta-base
0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55 MRR H@3 H@10

(a) ICEWS14
bert-base bert-large roberta-base

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8 MRR H@3 H@10

(b) ICEWS14-OOG

Figure 3: Comparison of ChapTER with different PLM
models on ICEWS14 and ICEWS14-OOG datasets.

reparameterization encoder) achieves better perfor-
mance than the one with prefix tuning (MRR .332
v.s. .321). We also evaluate the impact of repa-
rameterization module on ChapTER with P-tuning
v2. The result show that more parameters in MLP
bring a marginally improvement on performance,
but its effect is inconsistent across datasets and task
settings.

Q4: How do PLM models affect ChapTER’s
performance? Figure 3 compares the model per-
formance of ChapTER with different PLM models.
We can observe that ChapTER with three PLM
models all achieve close high performance on two
datasets, and the utilization of Bert-base yields a
marginally better result. This result suggests that
our ChapTER is is robust to different PLMs with
varying parameters and agnostic to PLM size. Be-
yond this, it is possible to improve the performance
of ChapTER with some PLMs that have longer in-
put contexts (e.g., longformer), and we leave such
extensions for future studies.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose ChapTER, a PLM-based
pseudo-Siamese framework that models balanced
textual knowledge and historical information. With
the introduced time prefix tokens, ChapTER is ca-

pable for TKG reasoning tasks in various complex
scenarios through prefix-based tuning. Experimen-
tal results on two TKGR tasks demonstrate the
superiority of ChapTER compared to competitive
baselines. Thorough analysis shows the efficiency
and flexibility of ChapTER. In the future, we would
like to explore 1) bridging the gap of two tow-
ers with shared time prefix tuning; 2) extending
our method to Seq2Seq PLMs to model temporal
knowledge in a generative manner.

Limitations

ChapTER is able to balance the textual knowledge
and temporal information for the TKGR tasks in
various scenarios. However, 1) ChapTER is based
on PLMs and it relies on unstructured texts like en-
tity names and descriptions. Thus the performance
of ChapTER can be affected due to the quality of
texts, and it could be further improved on datasets
with more informative texts. Compared to ICEWS
datasets, in which we manually construct descrip-
tion texts by concatenating the Country and Sec-
tor fields, datasets like Wikidata containing more
informative text descriptions may result in better.
2) Due to the essence of virtual tokens in prefix
tuning, which contain few parameters to be tuned
compared to frozen PLMs, it may cause a collapse
on tiny datasets with sparse quadruples and entities.
Besides, an appropriate choice of prefix length and
learning rate is crucial. We plan to work on these
issues in the future work.
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A Experimental Details

A.1 Dataset

We use the transductive TKGR datasets ICEWS14,
ICEWS18, ICEWS05-15, YAGO from Han et al.
(2021), WIKI from Leblay and Chekol (2018b) and
ICEWS14* from Li et al. (2021), which contain
political facts of Integrated Crisis Early Warning
System (Boschee et al., 2015). We take few-shot in-
ductive datasets ICEWS14-OOG, ICEWS18-OOG
and ICEWS0515-OOG from Ding et al. (2022).
Following the original data split, we summarize the
statistics of these datasets in Table 7 and Table 8.
For the absent description texts, we find the texts of
country and sector entries from origin data source2

and combining them together to construct entity
descriptions.

A.2 Baselines

We compare ChapTER with several competitive
state-of-the-art baselines in transductive and few-
shot inductive TKG reasoning settings. For trans-
ductive TKG reasoning, we include 1) traditional
KG reasoning methods, i.e. DistMult (Yang
et al., 2015), ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016)
and RotatE (Sun et al., 2019); 2) TKG Rea-
soning methods, i.e. TTransE (Leblay and
Chekol, 2018a), TA-DistMult (García-Durán et al.,
2018), TA-TransE (García-Durán et al., 2018), DE-
SimplE (Goel et al., 2020), TNTComplEx (Lacroix
et al., 2020) and CyGNet (Zhu et al., 2021); 3)
PLM-based methods, i.e. SimKGC (Wang et al.,

2https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/icews
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Dataset |Ftrain| |Fvalid| |Ftest| |E| |R| Time Snapshot Time Granularity

ICEWS14 63,685 13,823 13,222 7,128 230 365 1 day
ICEWS18 373,018 45,995 49,545 23,033 256 304 1 day
ICEWS05-15 322,958 69,224 69,147 10,488 251 4,017 1 day
ICEWS14* 74,845 8,514 7,371 7,128 230 365 1 day
WIKI 539,286 67,538 63,110 12,554 24 232 1 year
YAGO 51,205 10,973 10,973 100,38 10 194 1 year

Table 7: Statistics of datasets for transductive TKG reasoning. |Ftrain|, |Fvalid|, |Ftest| represent the number of
quadruples in train sets, valid sets test sets, respectively. |E|, |R| denote the number of entites and relations.

Dataset |Fback| |Ftrain| |Fvalid| |Ftest| |E| |R| Time Snapshot Time Granularity

ICEWS14-OOG 83,448 5,772 718 705 7128 230 365 1 day
ICEWS18-OOG 444,269 19,291 2,425 2,373 23033 256 304 1 day
ICEWS0515-OOG 448,695 10,115 1,271 1,228 10488 251 4017 1 day

Table 8: Statistics of datasets for few-shot inductive TKG reasoning. |Ftrain|, |Fvalid|, |Ftest| represent the number
of quadruples containing unseen entities in train sets, valid sets and test sets, respectively. |Fback| denotes the
number of remaining quadruples without unseen entities.

2022), KGT5 (Saxena et al., 2022) and KGT5-
context (Kochsiek et al., 2023). For few-shot induc-
tive TKG reasoning, we include 1) traditional KGR
methods BiQUE (Guo and Kok, 2021); 2) tradi-
tional TKGR methods, i.e. TELM (Xu et al., 2021)
and TeRo (Xu et al., 2020); 3) inductive KGR
methods, i.e. MEAN (Hamaguchi et al., 2017) and
LAN (Wang et al., 2019); 4) mrta-learning-based
method GEN (Baek et al., 2020).

A.3 Evaluation Metrics

In the experiments, we report the widely used met-
rics MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) and Hits@N to
evaluate the performance of ChapTER under both
two settings. MRR measures the average reciprocal
ranks of all test triples. Hits@N (N ∈ {1,3,10})
calculates the proportion of correct entities ranked
among the top-N . For fair comparison, we calcu-
late the model results under the time-aware filtered
setting (Li et al., 2022b), which only filters out the
quadruples that occur at the query time. All metrics
are computed by averaging over head and tail entity
prediction, and model is selected by MRR value on
the validation set.

A.4 Hyperparameters

We perform grid-search on hyperparameters includ-
ing learning rate, prompt length, in-batch negatives,
queued negative batches, train epoch and max to-
ken number. The optimal hyperparameters are sum-
marized in Table 9.

Hyperparameters Values

Learning rate {1e-5, 3e-5, 5e-4, 5e-3}
Prompt Length {2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20, 50}
In-batch negatives {32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 764, 1024}
Queued negative batches {1, 2, 4}
Train epoch {10, 15, 20}
Max token number {50, 60, 70}

Table 9: Details of hyperparameters.

A.5 Implementation of PLM-based Baselines

We reimplement SimKGC3, KGT54 and KGT5-
context5 based on their official codes. To adapt
them to TKG datasets, we modify their input for-
mat from triplet to quadruplet by concatenating
timestamps with their corresponding input texts.
For example, a tail-prediction query input text in
KGT5 can be formulated as "predict tail: 2014-01-
01 | Benjamin Netanyahu | Sign formal agreement".
Following their default hyperparameter setting, the
hyperparameters are slightly different on different
TKG datasets. For evaluation, we changed their
filter setting into time-aware filter setting to align
with other TKGR models.

B More Comparative Study Results

We report more transductive TKGR results
on WIKI (Leblay and Chekol, 2018b) and

3https://github.com/intfloat/simkgc
4https://github.com/apoorvumang/kgt5
5https://github.com/uma-pi1/kgt5-context
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Model WIKI YAGO

MRR H@1 H@3 H@10 MRR H@1 H@3 H@10

Graph-Based Methods
DistMult .109 .089 .110 .168 .120 .102 .123 .149
ComplEx .245 .197 .273 .348 .121 .104 .124 .148
TTransE .293 .217 .344 .424 .057 .014 .090 .112
TA-DistMult .445 .399 .487 .517 .115 .102 .119 .139
DE-SimplE .454 .426 .477 .496 .117 .107 .121 .135
TNTComplEx .450 .400 .493 .520 .120 .111 .121 .136
CyGNet .339 .291 .361 .419 .125 .110 .127 .148

PLM-Based Methods
SimKGC .505 .439 .540 .618 .140 .096 .142 .200

ChapTER .534 .463 .570 .653 .148 .115 .144 .202

Table 10: Transductive TKG reasoning performance
(with time-aware metrics) on WIKI and YAGO. The
best results are in bold and the second best results are
underlined. For fair comparison, we add corresponding
timestamps of quadruples into the input text for PLM-
based baselines, to equip them with the capacities of
modeling time information.

YAGO (Mahdisoltani et al., 2015) in Table 10,
since these datasets hold different distributions
from ICEWS datasets.

C More Ablation Results

C.1 Ablation on Training Strategy

We empirically evaluate the impact of different tun-
ing layers on ChapTER. Table 11 Lines 2-5 sum-
marize the performance of ChapTER with different
layers tuned. It can observed that ChapTER per-
forms better than the fully tuned model, we argue
that 1) ChapTER with time prefixes are effective
to capture temporal information; 2) more tuning
parameters may lead to an over-fitting on textual in-
formation and overlook the temporal correlations;
3) ChapTER on ICEWS14-OOG dataset is less sen-
sitive to the changes of tuning parameters, because
it is more crucial to model textual information for
unseen entities in inductive TKGR. Besides, com-
paring line 8 and line 10, we can find that tuning
bottom layers tends to obtain a better performance
than tuning top layers. This could be because lower
layer in Bert can capture low-level semantic fea-
tures, which is more important for TKGR tasks.

C.2 Ablation on Prefix Length

We conduct extensive experiments on the impact of
prefix length for ChapTER and results are shown
in Figure 4. As evidenced, model performance ex-
hibits a slight positive correlation to prefix length
as increasing from 2 to 20 (MRR from .288 to
.312), while number of trainable parameters is also
expanding (from 0.074M to 0.737M). We can also

No. Model ICEWS14 ICEWS14-OOG

MRR H@10 MRR H@10

1 ChapTER .332 .515 .361 .752

2 w/ last layer tuned .323 .504 .347 .748
3 w/ last 6 layers tuned .316 .499 .359 .748
4 w/ first layer tuned .311 .494 .333 .721
5 w/ fully tuned .316 .493 .357 .748

Table 11: Performance of ChapTER with different train-
ing strategies. Lines 2-5 report variants on training
strategy.
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Figure 4: Impact (performance and parameter size) of
prefix length on ICEWS14 dataset.

observe that a further increase of prefix length leads
to an inferior performance (from .312 to .302), as
additional complexity imposes considerable chal-
lenges.
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